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Abstract This work presents a Web-Software to handle XHSTT timetabling
problems. The XHSTT format is complex and virtually only timetabling re-
searchers are able to work with this file format. The software goal is to ab-
stract the user from XHSTT knowledge and make any person able to specify
and solve timetabling problems through XHSTT format. This software may
popularize this file format and aid the new real world instances specification.
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1 Introduction

The diversity of School Timetabling models encountered around the world mo-
tivated the definition of an XML format (XHSTT) to express different entities
and constraints considered when building timetables [6]. Based in this format
definition and aiming to stimulated the research in this area, the Third Interna-
tional Timetabling Competition (ITC2011) occurred in 2012 [5]. It motivated
the development of several efficient algorithms for Timetabling problems [2,7,
1].

A problem faced in timetabling research is the gap between research and
practice - many algorithms are proposed and validated in fictitious instances of
the problem. Additionally, many of these algorithms as the ones developed for
ITC2011 does not implement an intuitive user interaction mode. This makes it
difficult to apply these algorithms to solve real problems. Thus, the objective
of this paper is to describe a Web-Software developed to assist the specification
of XHSTT timetabling problems and the solution of these problems through
recognized quality solvers.
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2 XHSTT format

XHSTT format was proposed by Post et al. [6] to specify timetabling problems.
It is split into four main entities:

Times
Set of timeslots available for assignments;

Resources
Set of resources involved in the problem (usually teachers, classes and
rooms);

Events
Set of events that must be scheduled (usually lessons);

Constraints
Set of constraints that must be satisfied to a solution be feasible and/or
good.

A solution of an XHSTT specified problem consists in an assignment of
timeslots and resources to the events respecting the given mandatory cons-
traints and maximizing the attendance of desirable constraints. A detailed
explanation of the file format is presented by Kingston [3].

3 Software User Interface

The developed software provides a HTML interface for the user to specify any
instance of timetabling problem in XHSTT format. The interface design of
the software was made intending to find an equilibrium point between lear-
ning curve and similarity to the XHSTT format. After specified, the XHSTT
modeled problem may be submitted to the ITC2011 winner solver [2]. Figure 1
presents the general interface of our software and the automatically generated
entities of XHSTT file in the instance creation.

Note that some entities creation were automated intending to make easier
for the user to operate the software. As one can see in Figure 1, the ele-
ments TimeGroups, ResourceGroups and EventGroups are created automat-
ically. The Times specification is made based only on the number of days in
the schedule and the number of timeslots by day. The concept of Role was
also abstracted from the user. Our software only allows the user to create two
roles for an event: Teacher and Room, denoted respectively as 0 and 1.

After initializing an instance, the user should specify the time-slots availa-
ble for the assignment. Figure 2 presents the automated Times entity creation
through our software.

The next step in XHSTT instance generation through our software is the
available resources input. The resource creation through our system is quite
easy. We consider only three types of resource: classes, teachers and rooms. To
create any of them, the user interface is similar as follows at Figure 3.

Defined the available time-slots and resources, one needs to specify the
events to be scheduled. Figure 4 presents the automated Event entity creation
through our software.
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Fig. 1 Main user interface of software and XHSTT tags generated when a new instance is
created.

Fig. 2 Times entity through our software.

Fig. 3 Resource entity creation through our software.

After specify the time-slots, resources and events, the user should input
the constraints to his problem. To handle the constraints entities, we create
one window for each constraint from XHSTT format. Figure 5 presents the
automated Constraint entity creation with our software, specifically an Avoid
Unavailable Times Constraint.

At this point the whole instance is specified and ready to be solved. The
user may also change any information at any moment. Now the user should
specify the execution time limit and the solver for the instance as Figure 6
points out. After the specified running time the software will automatically
generate a HTML page containing the planning timetables by resource and by
event as well as the violated constraints.
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Fig. 4 Event entity creation through our software.

Fig. 5 Constraint entity creation through our software.

Fig. 6 Instance solution through our software.
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4 Concluding Remarks

This paper presented a Web-Software for handling XHSTT timetabling prob-
lems. The software is available at https://sites.google.com/site/georgeh
gfonseca/software/timetabler. We invite the interested reader to use and
contribute to our software. The proposed software aims to be easy to use, even
by people who does not know about the XHSTT format. Indeed the great ma-
jority of people responsible by the timetabling in schools does not know yet
about this format. In this sense the software may also help to popularize this
file format to express timetabling problems.

The software may also assists researchers and practitioners to contribute
with new real instances of the problem from their institutions.

As future research we suggest to:

– Introduce more solvers to the software;
– Evaluate the user experience with the software;
– Improve the usability of the software;
– Integrate this software with HSEval evaluator software [4].
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